J3600
A New Level of Rugged Mobile
Performance with the Motion J3600
It’s lightweight. It’s rugged. And it’s packed with integrated features that provide the performance,
manageability and security your mobile workplace demands. Introducing the J3600 Tablet PC from
Motion Computing®, with Intel® vPro™ Technology. Designed specifically with the mobile field professional in mind,
this robust device takes powerful computing directly to the point of service.

Get ready for seamlessly-integrated power.
Power through your workday with the Motion® J3600 Tablet PC. Equipped with up to the Intel® Core™ i7 vPro™ processor, optimized for
mobility, the J3600 offers uncompromising levels of security, power and manageability. Built rugged for harsh work environments and with
dual hot-swap batteries, the Motion J3600 delivers virtually unlimited productivity.
Improve inspection time and accuracy. Ensure the best technician is equipped with the right tools to complete the job. Enhance visibility into
inventory availability. With the J3600, point-of-service documentation and collaboration are seamless. Adding in a variety of tailored mobile
accessories and on-the-go productivity is easier than ever.
The J3600, running Microsoft® Windows, seamlessly supports business-critical mobile tasks. Take
advantage of touch navigation or use the stylus for completing forms and capturing customer
signatures. Stay connected with integrated Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n and enhanced Gobi™ connectivity
with integrated GPS. Document job site activities or take photos with the integrated 3.0MP digital
camera. Use geo-tagging and date stamping to document proof of work in seconds.

Take your J3600 with you no matter
where work takes you.

The perfect balance of performance,
power and durability for any work
environment.

Fully-equipped, rugged and flexible.
The J3600 is tough enough to survive harsh mobile work environments, making your mobile job
more productive. For the strongest, brightest, most viewable display, choose the Motion View
Anywhere® display with Corning® Gorilla® Glass.
At only 3.6 lbs (1.6kg),1 the J3600 might seem like a lightweight—
but an internal magnesium frame for structural rigidity, port covers
and a rubberized coating for dampening shock help it to meet IP52
and MIL-STD-810G standards.
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Powerful, Rugged

Mobile Computing

		

at the Point of Service

Ensure a secure, robust mobile work environment.
Work more safely, work more securely, and never sacrifice performance. With the available Intel® Core™ i7 with vPro technology2, the J3600
offers advanced management, security and anti-theft capabilities. Work any place at any pace, confident that your sensitive data is safe. Add
in up to a 256GB SSD and 16GB of RAM and you can take virtually any critical business application directly to the point of service. Navigate
a 3D building information model (BIM), access all of the critical features in an electronic medical record (EMR) or run proprietary software
applications that, when available in real time, improve information accuracy and team collaboration. Don’t compromise on performance for
mobility, get both with the highly flexible, powerful Motion J3600.

Accessorize your solution to meet every need
Battery Charger

FlexDock Docking Station

An external bay to charge additional
batteries. The charger’s small footprint saves
valuable desk space while the LED indicates
battery charge status. Rapidly charge
additional batteries within 2 hours.

This sleek docking station has a battery charger
bay and four USB, DVI-D, Ethernet, audio and
display. It can be directly mounted to VESA
compatible devices, or used as a desktop
replacement.

*Additional batteries sold separately

Work Anywhere Kit

Mobile Keyboard

For an easy, safe way to carry your J-Series
Tablet PC, add a Work Anywhere Kit. With
a flip cover for additional screen protection,
a pouch to carry an extra battery and an
attachable strap the Work Anywhere Kit
is a must have accessory for any J-Series
Tablet PC.

The durable J-Series Mobile Keyboard is
cable-less, reliable and extremely light at
less than 1 lb. Attach it to the back of any
J-Series Tablet PC for easy transport.

Mobile Dock Solution
With the Mobile Dock mounting and
docking solution, the Motion J3600 can be
mounted in almost any location with port
replication and secure locking feature.

Flexible Input

Simply and efficiently navigate,
input information and sign forms
with the precision of the digitizer
pen or the familiarity and ease of
your finger.

1

Weight represents approximate system weight. Actual system weight may
vary depending on component and manufacturing variability.

2

Intel® vPro™ Technology is only available on the Intel® Core™ i7 class processor.
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